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Strategic Message Planner: iPhone 7s/Pro 
 
Advertising Goal 
To invigorate Apple’s leading image with launch of the iPhone 7s/Pro as a new paradigm in wirelessly 
rechargeable devices and services. 
 
Client: Key Facts 
• Apple Inc. (NASDAQ: AAPL) of Cupertino, California, makes Apple Watch, iPad, iPhone, iOS, Mac 

computers, Software, Apple Music, Apple TV, iPod & iTunes, iCloud and Apple Play. 
• Approximately 110,000 employees worldwide, half of whom work in Apple retail stores. 
• Redefined personal technology with Macintosh in 1984. 
• Specializes in “Products that enrich people’s lives,” said CEO, Tim Cook. 
• 2013 winner of the Harris Interactive “Brand of the Year” Computer award for iPhone, iPad and 

MacBook. 
• R&D personality and potential led by CEO Tim Cook. 
• Apple sells the majority of its products at worldwide retail stores. 
• Fiscal year 2015 revenue: $233.7 billion. 
 
Product: Key Features 
What is The Product? 
• iPhone 7s/Pro is the newest Apple mobile communication device with wireless recharge capability, 

and no clutter, cords or cables. 
• Its WattUp™ technology will charge all of your devices wirelessly from distances of up to 15 feet. 
• Wireless recharge also means no added thickness for iPhone, iPad, iPod, Apple Watch and MacBook 

and MacBook Pro—a shiny restart for mobile communication.  
• iPhone Upgrade Plan. 
• A9 chip with 64-bit architecture.  
• 16, 64 and 128 GB capacity. 
• Retina HD display with 3D Touch, astonishingly crisp 4K Video. 
• Expanded color palette. 
 
What is the Purpose of the Product? 
• Launch of iPhone 7s/Pro is meant to invigorate Apple’s leading position in the mobile ecosystem. 
• The purpose for iPhone 7s/Pro (redesigned in 2016) is to provide wireless recharge freedom for its 

consumers. 
 
What is the Product Made of? 
• 7000 Series anodized Aluminum frame, the same type used in the aerospace industry. 
• Integrated 4.7” Retina 3D-Touch display composed of sapphire crystal glass. 
 
Who and What Made the Product Made? 
• iPhone 7s/Pro is a manufactured by Apple Inc. a global leader in communication and design 

technology and its partners. 
• It wireless recharge technology, WattUp™ was developed in partnership with Energous.   

http://files.shareholder.com/downloads/AAPL/1337787413x0x861262/2601797E-6590-4CAA-86C9-962348440FFC/2015_Form_10-K_As-filed_.pdf
http://www.energous.com/product-overview/
http://www.energous.com/product-overview/
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March 6, 2016 | iPhone 7s/Pro, SMP-2  
Apple B. Goode, Account Executive  

Target Audience: Demographic and Psychographic 
 
This ad targets an increasing number of U.S. retail merchants and business owners who accept or use 
American Express via Apple Pay. Within this framework the ideal demographic will be self-employed 
women, who are innovation-hungry Millennials, 27 to 35.  
 
The average age of this target consumer is 31. Median household income is approximately $85,000. 65% 
are college graduates, many of whom are professionals seeking advanced degrees. They are typically 
independent-minded with a strong penchant for innovation and strategic enterprise. 
 
Packaged Facts February 2016 reports Apple Pay, a NFC-based technology enabling iPhone users to use 
their devices as a form of payment is increasingly preferred as a mobile enterprise solution. It also 
suggests women in the U.S. may be receptive to mobile payment methods that integrate social media, and 
are tailored to taste.  
 
Members of this demographic are married couples of varying orientations with one or two children. They 
lead purposeful lives, and they are environmentally aware. The majority are educated, and savvy tech-
users as opposed to inherent developers. Family connection is paramount. They balance life’s joy within a 
technology ecosystem.  
 
These people are engaged, high-performers. They expect no free rides or handouts. Challenges are 
opportunity, and they are inclined to invest in technology that helps them achieve seamless results, and 
greater financial returns through online community. 
 
“RFM Data” | Recency, Frequency and Money 
As students and aspiring professionals, audience members represent a growing number of Apple Pay 
users in the U.S., potential Android converts and start-up innovators in need of optimized mobile payment 
solutions to smoothly integrate business and personal enterprise. 
 
Product Benefits 
• Cordless freedom from start-up enterprise to personal outlet. 
• Recharge any Apple device as you work, create or play. 
• With a transmitter the room, recharge devices on the couch or at the office. 
• Recharge multiple devices simultaneously to optimize efficiency.  
• Removes distraction of cords, charging stations or wall outlets. 
• Expected first launch with iPhone 7s/Pro late 2016 or early 2017. 
 
Direct competitors and Brand Images 
Direct competitors are store bought alternative mobile communication brands with associated plans 
• Forbes Tech list five direct competitors for iPhone 7s/Pro led by Samsung’s Galaxy 6s Edge and 

Galaxy Note 5, followed by Sony’s Xperia Z5 Premium, and Microsoft’s Nexus 6P. 
• Tablets are competition. Though Apple iPad holds current sway influential entrants are Amazon, 

Microsoft and Google. 
• Vertical climbs in wearable devices could slow or redefine growth.  
• Smartphone manufacturers HRC and Research in Motion.  

http://www.forbes.com/sites/ewanspence/2015/04/11/samsung-galaxy-s6-edge-full-review/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ianmorris/2015/08/13/samsung-galaxy-note-5-first-look-at-larger-s6/
http://www.forbes.com/video/4461605566001/
http://www.forbes.com/video/4521123439001/
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March 6, 2016 | iPhone 7s/Pro, SMP-3  
Apple B. Goode, Account Executive 

Indirect Competitors and Brand Images 
• Anti-technologist movements or reformed Luddites who only adopt technology in line with their needs 

and values as suggested by Huffington Post’s Carolyn Gregoire 
• iPhone is a flagship ingredient to the Apple brand. This presents a threat with any significant decline in 

iPhone sales, especially pertinent to brand equity. 
• Nothing is immune to improvement. 
 
Product Brand Image  
• Current Brand Image: Although iPhone is a powerful standard, its pioneering qualities are often 

perceived as fractionally different from its counterparts. 
• Desired Brand Image: A wirelessly rechargeable iPhone 7s/Pro, to be known as “The Pro” redefines 

lifestyle choice in the mobile ecosystem for innovation-hungry professionals (also in-line for line 
extension through recent acquisition of GoPro). 

• Brand Image Challenge(s): Challenged by downward market reflected in frenetic P/E, and declining 
iPhone sales. To realize iPhone 7s/Pro’s market potential as the unassailable leader in mobile 
enterprise amid so much variety and choice. Do we dabble in too many things? 

 
Strategic Message: The Promise 
iPhone 7s/Pro will free entrepreneurs and creatives from the hassle of wall-plugs, charging stations and 
bothersome cords.  
 
Supporting Evidence: The Proof 
• iPhone 7s/Pro is manufactured by Apple Inc., a global innovation leader in communication technology 

and design. 
• Apple has enriched lives through its people and products since 1976. 
• Partnership with Steve Rizzione and its expert of innovators at Energous will make wireless recharge a 

commercial reality for iPhone 7s/Pro before any competitor. 
• “Apple freedom,” said Dan Riccio, Apple SVP of Hardware Engineering. “Cordless for new 

connections, stronger community and enriched lives.” 
• Apple Pay and free iPhone Upgrade Plans will connect the next generation of innovators and 

entrepreneurs in completely new ways.

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/01/17/life-without-technology-t_n_4561571.html
http://www.apple.com/pr/bios/dan-riccio.html
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Cut the Cord 
Redefine Your Pro  
 
It’s time to cut the cords—time your hero took the stage.  
 
Apple’s iPhone 7s/Pro is the next chapter in personal communication, freeing you from cords, wall plugs 
and charging stations.  
 
iPhone 7s/Pro’s retooled compact design will fill your projects with wonder and seamless execution. 
Enjoy crisper beats while you charge, shoot 4K-video or make peace in your galaxy.   
 
Without a traditional battery, iPhone 7s/Pro enriches experience at a whole new level. Incomparable 
ease‑of-use and a heroic suite of native Apps reimagines “Pro” for any enterprise.  
 
Preorder your 7s/Pro now, and see Wonder Woman on us. Free upgrades apply. Details on at: 
apple.com/iphone7spro. 
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Apple Print Advertisement | “Cut the Cord, Redefine Your Pro” (mock-up) 
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Title: The Pro 
Client/Sponsor: Apple Inc. 
Length: 30 seconds 
Air Date: Sept. 1 — Dec. 31 
 
SFX: Establish SUPERHERO MUSIC then 
FADE TO Hi-Def bite being taken out of 
the juiciest Apple ever 
 

 

ANNOUNCER: Apple’s new “7s/Pro” is the next chapter in 

PERSONAL (emphasize) communication.  

SFX: Apple Bite, intensified  
SUPERHERO MUSIC:  
Establish then FADE To 
 

 

ANNOUNCER: The “iPhone 7s/Pro” offers hands-free 

recharge with apps that redefine “Pro” for 

any mobile enterprise. 7s/Pro offers 

incomparable ease-of-use, style 

AND function, redesigned to enrich lives at 

a whole different LEVEL. 

ANNOUNCER: PREORDER your 7s/Pro before Sept. 1st, 

and see Wonder Woman on us.  

SFX: Intensified APPLE crunch 
MUSIC:  

 

ANNOUNCER: “Cut the Cord, Redefine Your Pro.”  

Details at Apple.com. 

MUSIC: 
FADE, OUT at: 29 

 

### 
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Title: It’s Time to Cut the Cord 
Client/Sponsor: Apple Inc. 
Length: 60 seconds 
Air Date: Sept. 1 — Dec. 31 
 
ECU—Eyes aghast through WEB of cords 
(:07) 

MUSIC:  

Portentous Music, establish then UNDER 

 ANNOUNCER: 

Its time to cut the cord. Time to finally end 

the pointless misery. 

CU—Sprawl of devices and cords (:05) 
 

Terminate the interminable clutter. 

MS—HAND “Plugging in” (03:)  Escape the inescapable tedium. 

CU—split shot plug-ins, more wires (:03)  Remove annoying wires. 

MS—Plugging-in to charging station (:05)  Detach charging stations. 

CA—Glimpse of rotating, aerodynamically 
sleek iPhone 7s/Pro (:03)  

Panic LESS about losing power. 

ECU—7s/Pro power rises over Wi-Fi (:05) iPhone 7s/Pro charges cordlessly. 

WS—Apple Store Logo Marquee (:06) Enriching lives at a whole new level. 

MS—Millennial mom and friends walk in to 
Upgrade (:05) 

Preorder NOW. 

WS—Smiling Millennial exchanges online; 
FREE UPGRADE  

Free upgrades apply.  

CU—Millennial charges new 7s/Pro hands-
free during workaday, others use cords 
 

Cut the Cord. Thinking differently, again. 

WS— Millennial hands-free as she runs  
CHYRON (:08) 

Details at Apple.com. 

 
 
FADE to BLACK at: 59 

MUSIC:  

Fade then OUT at: 59 
   ### 
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ECU—Eyes aghast through WEB of cords (:07) 

 
CU—Sprawl of devices and cords (:05) 

 
MS—HAND “Plugging in” (03:) 

 
CU—split shot plug-ins, more wires (:03) 

 
MS—Plugging-in to charging station (:05) 

 
CU – Glimpse of aerodynamically sleek 7s/Pro 
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ECU—7s/Pro power rises over Wi-Fi (:05) 

 
WS—Apple Store Logo Marquee (:06) 

 
MS—Millennial mom and friends walk in to Upgrade (:05) 

 
WS—Millennial exchanges online; FREE UPGRADE 

 
CU—Millennial charges new 7s/Pro hands-free during 
workaday, others use cords 

 
WS— Millennial hands-free as she runs  
CHYRON (:08) 
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Web Ads  
 

 
  Clickable web banner, e.g. for CNET 

 

 
    Skyscraper clickable ad, e.g. for AdAge 

 

 
  Curtain clickable ad, e.g. for Techcrunch 
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Title: Cut the Cord 
Client/Sponsor: Apple Inc. 
Length: 30 seconds 
Air Date: Sept. 1 — Dec. 31 
 
SFX: HiDef Bite out of juiciest Apple ever 
(Establish then UNDER) 

 

ANNOUNCER: You know about Apple and the beginning 

of knowledge. How everything started with 

a little fruit. 

SFX: Arboreal noises, transition to   

ANNOUNCER: This week on 60-Minutes. 

MUSIC: “Times are a ‘Changing” 
(Establish then UNDER)  

 

ANNOUNCER: Apple has made hands-free recharge 

reality. 7s/Pro offers incomparable ease-

of-use and streamline function unlike 

ANY other.  

MUSIC: FADE  

SFX: Eager crowd cheers become roaring 
adulation (Establish then UNDER) 

 

ANGELA AHRENDTS, Apple SVP Online 
and Retail Stores: 

“We are extremely proud 7s/Pro is the first 

to go completely wireless—it’s designed to 

enrich lives at a whole different level.” 

SFX: HD Huge bite out of a delicious Apple  

ANGELA AHRENDTS, Apple SVP Online 
and Retail Stores: 

“It’s time to cut the cord.”  

### 
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Title: Untethered Mobile 
Client/Sponsor: Apple Inc. 
Length: 30 seconds 
Air Date: Until 9:00 a.m., May 31. 
 
VO—Scenes of college campuses across 
America (:06)  

MUSIC: 

Jack Johnson’s “Better Together” 

Establish chorus, instrumental to UNDER 

CHYRON—COLLEGE JUNIORS AND 
SENIORS (:08) 

ANNOUNCER: 

COLLEGE JUNIORS AND SENIORS.  

Need the perfect internship in your field? 

Cash for school? Are you a student 

professional stymied for a gig?  

Pitch your ideas on the applications of 

wireless recharge technology, for 

opportunity to work at APPLE for  

the Summer. Deadline is May 31st. 

CHYRON—Theme: Untethered Mobile 
(:07) 

Theme: Untethered Mobile. You choose 

the media. All Majors welcome to apply. 

CHYRON—Apple.com/Education (:08) Submit your work online. Brought to you by 

Apple Education. Details and requirements 

at Apple.com/Education. 

FADE to Apple logo on BLACK at: 29 MUSIC: FADE at: 29 

### 
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This is my rationale for making decisions, a progress-check, my hunt for relevant information, my 
brainstorm and notes. It chronicles problems I have encountered and solutions developed. 
 
Success Criteria  
 
Strategic Message Planner –successful because all sections were covered, it was thoughtfully contrived 
and complete before any creative began. All subsequent media must serve the larger Advertising Goal: 
 
To invigorate Apple’s leading image with launch of the iPhone 7s/Pro as a new paradigm in wirelessly 
rechargeable devices and services. 
 
Print Ad –successful because both graphic design and language told a story that would appeal to target 
demographics 
  
Radio Ad–successful because it was simple, using on-brand sound-effects and language, targeted to the 
ears of a single member of my target audience 
 
Television Ad–successful because it was on-strategy and immediately engaging, it was a success because 
it used an appropriate mix of effect, graphic and storytelling to kindle interest and engaged response from 
intended audience 
 
Web Ads–web ads were successful because they left enough to the imagination and thoughtfully 
designed to inspire a click, e.g., “Preorder now” “Free upgrades apply” “See Wonder Woman on us” 
 
Radio or TV Promotion–successful because language popped with energy and engaging tempo with a 
clear call to action likely to engage positive response or sharing 
 
TV/YouTube PSA–successful because it targets the intended audience “where they live,” visual media 
that tells a story they can relate to 
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Over-Arching Positioning Statement  
 
"To mobile consumers, Apple is an ingredient brand that enriches people’s lives through superior design 
and product quality.” 
 
SMP Rationale 
 
Bridge previous campaign assets into SMP; formulate target audience around myself, as I am part of 
that group, i.e., “Go with what you know.” 
 
Make it as real as possible. Continue to utilize contemporary examples that draw my attention and 
response. Draw from news, research reports, etc. 
 
Apple 
Apples posted stellar profits in Q4 October 2015 report, but iPhone, Apple and Samsung constantly rake 
the news. Is it artificially inflated? Will Apple combine with Energous to reinvent iPhone 7 with wireless 
recharge as-you-play capability? Would this mean yet another wearisome and costly adaptor from Apple 
or an entirely new mobile paradigm? What would Cook say? Why?  
 
Challenges:  Speech, Apple exclusivity, again scope and information gathering—and in the 
darkness bind them… 
Starting, again, scope. This time, creative gets to ring the bell—which quite possibly, is even more 
intimidating than before. Productivity is key; get it done. Use bite emblem to open things up? 
 
Answer: Again, use bite-sized “beginning middle and end,” piecework. Chess-pieces, man. Alignment is 
HUGE. Paint with unified strokes; write as an informed user of both Android and iOS; let that seed 
research to achieve composition…e.g. Gestalt? I hope to deliver the story everyone would love to write, 
as its been percolating in the news of late.  
  
Still Relevant 
Q: To be or not to be absorbed by iPhone? Is Apple brand integrity at issue? Positioning problem/re-brand 
reposition? Sandwich the iPhone from within to enlarge positive market influence without?  
 
Potential uses for a Strategic Communication Pro? Write. Create. Promote. Engage, Resolve, Create 
Future Opportunity 


